Monopole operators play a central role in 3 dimensional supersymmetric dualities: a careful understanding of their spectrum is necessary to match chiral operators on either sides of a conjectured duality. In Chern-Simons theories (k = 0), monopole operators acquire an electric charge, thus they need to be "dressed" by chiral matter superfields to be made gauge-invariant. Here we present strong evidence that "dressed" monopoles appear in SU (N ) chiral theories even for k = 0 because of mixed CS terms generated along certain Coulomb branch directions. Our analysis is based on the dimensional reduction of 4-dimensional dualities which, for the simplest s-confining case, allows us to easily identify the spectrum of the electric chiral operators.
I. INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetry has had many important applications over the years: it is the leading candidate for solving the hierarchy problem, it allows a successful unification of gauge couplings, it predicts a potential dark matter candidate, and it is a necessary ingredient of string theories at high energy. However the arguably most successful application of supersymmetry has been its use as a laboratory for testing non-perturbative physics effects and guessing dualities in various dimensions.
Supersymmetric dualities in 3D have been studied since the late 90s [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . One of their distinctive features is the role played by monopole operators which are non-trivially mapped across the dualities. Monopole operators are local disorder operators defined by requiring that the gauge field approaches a certain singular profile close to the point where the operator is inserted [10, 11] . These operators are commonly referred to as monopole operators because in Euclidean signature the gauge field singularity looks like that of a Dirac monopole or its nonAbelian generalization.
In theories with Chern-Simons (CS) terms (k = 0), magnetically charged objects acquire an electric charge, generically implying that a pure monopole operator Y is no longer gauge invariant. Hence the right (chiral) operator that has to be matched across the duality is "dressed" by some matter fields ϕ such that Y dress ≡ Y bare ϕ |k| , where ϕ is an electrically charged operator. Dressed monopoles are generic features of both U (1) k [12, 13] and U (N ) k [14, 15] theories.
Monopole operators have recently been systematically studied (e.g. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ). In particular in [15] the superconformal index was used to identify the chiral monopoles of generic U (N ) k theories (with chiral and non-chiral matter) finding, surprisingly, that monopole operators are not always chiral. Furthermore the authors of [12, 13] have carefully investigated the relations between monopole operators and Coulomb branch (CB) operators. Many of their results will be used here.
The study of monopole operators in U (1) and U (N ) theories is made feasible by the extra topological global U (1) J symmetry [1] . Monopole operators are always charged under the U (1) J , and are the only matter fields carrying such a charge, making them clearly identifiable. Simple gauge groups however don't have this extra global symmetry, making the study of the monopole operators much harder in SU (N ) theories. This is the task that we will attempt to address here by investigating a concrete chiral 3D N = 2 SU (N ) model. Using dimensional reduction [14] of 4D s-confining dualities [19, 20] we are able to obtain the low-energy description of 3D s-confining theories. These theories are described in the IR by very basic "confined" dynamics from which we can readily obtain the spectrum of the chiral operators of the UV theory and in particular study its monopole operators. By using this technique we can present evidence for the existence of "dressed" monopole operators in chiral SU (N ) theories at zero CS level. A crucial ingredient of our novel findings is the presence of matter in the antisymmetric representation of SU (N ). These will generate mixed CS terms at one-loop along a particular unlifted U (1) direction, which in turn induces the dressing of the monopole operator associated to that U (1).
This effect appears to be a generic feature of chiral theories with matter fields in tensor representations. Other theories with similar features will be discussed in a more comprehensive publication [21] .
II. 3D IR DUALITY IN A CHIRAL SU (6)
GAUGE THEORY
To make our discussion more concrete we perform the explicit analysis for a specific s-confining 3D theory. At high energies the theory (referred to as the "electric" theory) is a (2 + 1) dimensional N = 2 SU (6) gauge theory with four fields in the antifundamental representation of the gauge group (Q), two fields in the antisymmetric representation of the gauge group (A), and a vanishing superpotential. At low energies, this theory is described by a "magnetic theory", with several gauge singlet "meson- like" fields and an s-confining superpotential. The matter and symmetry content of this theory is presented in Table  I . The low energy properties of this theory are derived from a similar (3 + 1) dimensional s-confining theory through dimensional reduction. This procedure is by now fairly standard. It involves compactifying a dimension on both sides of a 4D duality to obtain a duality between theories which live on R 3 × S 1 and integrate out a flavor through a real mass deformation to decouple the extra super-potential term generated by a monopole configuration (KK monopole [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] ) wrapping around the compactified dimension [14] . The s-confining superpotential for the 3D theory can be obtained by removing from the superpotential of the 4D s-confining theory those fields which gain a mass when the flavor is decoupled [28] .
Carrying out this procedure the 3D s-confining superpotential becomes (ignoring the overall scale):
The details of the real mass deformation can be found in Appendix A. From Table I we can read off the chiral operators of the electric theory. The b i 's are easily mapped to the gauge invariant meson-like operator of the electric theory and it is tempting to associate M 0 and M 3 to unlifted CB directions parametrized by monopole operators. In the next section we will argue that while this is indeed the correct interpretation, the matching of the M 3 field presents novel features due to the chiral nature of the theory.
A. The Coulomb Branch Operators
As was discussed in [28] , and will be discussed in more details in [21] , for an SU (6) theory with a non-chiral field content of fundamental and antisymmetric fields the unlifted CB of the theory is described by three monopole operators, Y , Y , andŶ , associated with three unlifted U (1) directions. These operators can be written explicitly in terms of the five "fundamental" monopole operators
. In a chiral theory, however, we must be more careful. Alongside these directions, some matter fields acquire real masses and must be integrated out of the theory. The chiral nature of the theory allows the possibility that this could generate CS terms for the unbroken U (1) gauge groups. These could in turn affect the equations of motions and change the structure of the moduli space. We examine all three CB operators in details. We will find that the Y operator remains unlifted whileŶ is lifted. The operator Y is readily associated to M 0 . However the matching of the remaining Y operator is less trivial. In fact, a CS term is generated along the Y direction. This causes this operator to acquire an electric charge and to be "dressed up" into the correct gauge invariant operator, A Y . We will show with an explicit calculation that this is indeed the correct operator to describe the flat direction of the electric theory. Furthermore we will show that this operator has exactly the right abelian and non-abelian global quantum numbers to match the M 3 chiral operator leading to the association in Table I .
Generalities
Here we present the essential ingredients to understand the CB dynamics of 3D N = 2 gauge theories. For reviews and more details see [1, 2, 14, 28] .
A generic point of the CB of a N = 2 3D SU (N ) gauge theory is parametrized by the VEV of the scalar component of the vector multiplet which, using gauge transformations, can be diagonalized. Thus a generic point of the CB can be parametrized by N parameters:
., N − 1, and thus semi-classically the theory has a N − 1 dimensional CB. Each Y i is associated to one of the N − 1 fundamental monopoles.
At the quantum level, 3D instantons generate contributions to the super-potential [29] which, in absence of matter, fully lift the CB. In the presence of matter, however, the analysis becomes considerably more elaborate as the CB splits in different regions in which some of the quantum corrections are not generated because of the presence of fermionic zero-modes [1, 2, 14, 28] .
After accounting for non-perturbative corrections, we are left at most with operators describing unlifted U (1) directions. For a Coulomb vacuum associated to a particular U (1) a to be allowed, it needs to satisfy 1 :
where n (a) i and σ (a) are, respectively, the charge of the ith field under and the scalar VEV for the unbroken U (1) a , while Φ i is the VEV of the ith matter field. The k (a,b) ef f are the CS terms generated at one-loop [12, 13] :
where m R,i is the real mass of the field i. Note that in all the cases we are interested in here, m R,i will be induced by a given U (1)ā VEVs, thus m R,i = n
. These formulae allows for both "pure", a = b, and "mixed", a = b, CS terms. A similar formula applies for the effective Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) term
Furthermore, CS terms will induce electric charges for the fields which are charged under the topological U (1) J 's associated with the various U (1) gauge factors:
where q (a) i is the electric charge under U (1) a generated for the ith field.
One loop CS terms can also be generated for nonabelian groups. Eq. (5) then generalizes to:
where the real masses m R,ri will again be induced by U (1) VEVs.
Far along on the moduli space, the Y operator describes the direction diag(σ, 0, 0, 0, 0, −σ). This field configuration spontaneously breaks SU (6) to SU (4) × U (1) 1 × U (1) 2 where, up to an irrelevant normalization, the U (1) 1 and U (1) 2 factors are respectively associated with the generators diag(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, −1) and diag(2, −1, −1, −1, −1, 2). Under the unbroken gauge group the matter content of the theory decomposes as follows :
We can now compute the possible CS terms generated by integrating out the heavy matter fields. From Eq. (9) we see that that all fields charged under n (1) come in pairs of fields whose contributions to the pure CS terms are equal and opposite: hence, all pure CS terms vanish. This argument does not apply to the mixed CS term however, which must be computed:
So the mixed CS term also vanishes, but this is not a generic result and only occurs because of a non-trivial cancellation between the different contributions from the matter fields in the theory. All FI terms also vanish. It follows that this CB direction remains unlifted and unmodified by the chiral effects.
The Y Direction and the Dressed Monopole
Far along on the moduli space, the Y direction describes the direction diag(σ, σ, 0, 0, −σ, −σ). This field configuration spontaneously breaks
The subscripts "t", "m" and "b" stand for "top", "middle" and "bottom", and refer to the embedding of the SU (2) subgroup of SU (6) in the matrix representation of the group. Up to an irrelevant normalization, the U (1) 1 and U (1) 2 factors are respectively associated with the generators diag(1, 1, 0, 0, −1, −1) and diag(1, 1, −2, −2, 1, 1). Under the unbroken gauge group the matter content of the theory decomposes as follows:
Once again, all pure CS terms will necessarily cancel because fields with non-vanishing n (1) terms necessarily come in pairs with opposite-sign real masses. This time, however, there is a non-vanishing mixed CS term:
From Eq. (6), we see that there should also be an effective FI term generated for the U (1) 2 group, ξ
ef f = −8σ. Hence (3) and (4) are modified to:
where Φ i represents the i-th massless field of the theory and the σ (1), (2) are the VEVs of the scalar component of the vector supermultiplets associated with the respective abelian gauge groups. In our notation, the "undressed" Y direction corresponds to σ (1) = σ > 0 while the matter fields' VEVs Φ i and σ (2) are set to zero. This vacuum configuration is perfectly compatible with Eq. (13) but it is inconsistent with Eq. (14) due to the non-vanishing k (1, 2) ef f and ξ (2) ef f . This condition can now only be satisfied if some VEVs for the matter fields are turned on. For consistency with Eq. (13) those fields must have n (14) is negative, those fields must also have n (2) i < 0. From Eq. (11), we see that there is only one possible candidate: the 1 (0,−4) field which was initially part of the field A in the antisymmetric SU (6) representation. Therefore, the effects of the chiral dynamics boil down to turning the CB parameter into a dressed monopole A Y . As an independent check, we can verify that A Y is in fact a gauge invariant operator. As explained above A → 1 (0,−4) , thus it has charges (0, −4) under the unbroken U (1)'s. From (7), computing the U (1) 2 electric charge generated by the mixed CS term and the U (1) 1 magnetic charge, Y has charges (0, 4) making the dressed operator gauge invariant. It is important to stress that gauge invariance of the dressed monopole implies the presence of the square root in the definition of the Y .
As we will show below, this dressed monopole also possesses the correct global quantum numbers to match the field M 3 on the magnetic side of the duality. Note that this also includes the non-abelian flavor SU (2) charge which A 1 (0,−4) Y inherits from the A field. All the oneloop non-abelian CS terms vanish:
The vanishing of all the non-abelian CS terms depends, once again, on a non-trivial cancellation which is realized for this specific matter content. In a generic chiral theory, these terms could be present.
TheŶ Direction
Far along on the moduli space,Ŷ describes the direction diag(σ, σ, σ, −σ, −σ, −σ). This field configuration spontaneously breaks SU (6) to SU (3) t × SU (3) b × U (1). The subscripts "t" and "b" stand for "top" and "bottom", and refer again to the position of the embedding of SU (3) in the matrix representation of SU (6). Up to an irrelevant normalization, the U (1) factor is associated with the generator diag (1, 1, 1, −1, −1, −1) . Under the unbroken gauge group the matter content of the theory decomposes as follows:
.
No abelian CS term is generated for the unbroken U (1). By Eq. (6), no FI term is generated either. However, non-abelian terms are generated for both SU (3) factors:
We now argue that it is plausible that the effect of these non-abelian CS terms, combined with non-perturbative dynamics, result in theŶ direction being lifted. The non-abelian CS-terms generated by theŶ direction affect the equations of motions for the VEVs of the two unbroken SU (3) in a manner analogous to Eqs. (13) (14) .
Since turning on the directions Y or Y requires giving VEVs to some of the generators which live in these SU (3) subgroups, we can see that chiral effects forbid us from turning on theŶ direction when either of the other two directions are turned on. However, if we study the different regions of the CB of this theory, we can see that in all the regions where theŶ operator is defined, the Y operator is necessarily also defined. Ultimately it is the full dynamics that will determine whether along these regions of the CB the theory settles along the Y orŶ directions. The effective low energy description (1) obtained through the compactification suggests that in all of these branches the theory settles to the Y direction, and soŶ gets lifted. It would be very interesting to gain a more detailed understanding of the underlying dynamics leading to the lifting of Y . In particular one can construct a UV free completion of the IR sector, e.g. by integrating in some extra singlets, hoping to better understand the nature of the duality under consideration here.
2 A more detailed analysis of the different regions of the CB and their relationship to the properties of the unlifted directions will be provided in a future publication [21] .
U (1) Charges
A non-trivial check of the claimed mapping between the fields M 0 , M 3 and Y , A 1 (0,−4) Y is the matching of the global quantum numbers on both sides of the duality. The global quantum numbers of the fields on "the magnetic side" are listed in Tab. I and are inherited from those of the "parent" 4D theory. In the 3D theory there is an extra U (1) symmetry, U (1) 4 , which originates from the diagonal generator of the flavor SU (5) in 4D. On "the electric side", the quantum numbers of the CB parameters are inherited from the Y i 's monopole operators of which they are composed. These operators acquire global symmetry charges at one-loop [1] which can be computed by counting matter zero modes using the Callias index theorem [1, 2, 28, 30] . We use this fact to compute the global charges of the two relevant CB parameters Y and Y . As explained above, the CB splits in different regions and these operators are associated to inequivalent ones. We report the detailed calculation elsewhere [21] . Carefully keeping track of the splitting and the nonperturbative contributions to the super-potential, we obtain the following charge assignments:
The charges of Y match those of the the operator M 0 , as claimed. For Y :
We see that while Y by itself does not match any of the operators on "the magnetic side" of the theory, the dressed monopole, A 1 (0,−4) Y , has the same abelian global quantum numbers as M 3 . In addition, because of the A 1 (0,−4) field, the dressed monopole is in the representation of the global flavor SU (2), just like M 3 . Since we expect theŶ operator to be lifted we do not list its quantum numbers.
B. Consistency Check from the Partition Function
Finally we discuss a further powerful check of our conjectured IR dynamics by reducing the four dimensional superconformal index 3 , a topological invariant quantity counting a set of protected BPS operators in a 4D supersymmetric field theory, [31, 32] to the three dimensional partition function [33, 34] which is a measure of the 3D degrees of freedom. Because of the technical nature of this section we will not report many of the details. They will be discussed thoroughly in [21] .
Starting from the result of [35, 36] of the matching between the 4D indices in the confining case, we can show the identity of the 3D partition function for the expected 3D duals through dimensional reduction. We observe in this process the appearance of the extra dressed monopole operators discussed above. This relation between the 4D index and 3D partition function has already been used to study the dimensional reduction of 4D dualities in [14, 37] .
In our case, from the exact identity between the 4D index of the SU (6) theory and the index of its confining phase, we obtain the relation between the partition functions for the effective duality on R 3 × S 1 . We can consider the compactified theories as effective 3D theories with the finite size effects from S 1 representing the nonperturbative dynamics. We obtain the following relation matching the partition functions for the dual phases:
The functions Γ h are called hyperbolic gamma functions [38] and they represent the one loop determinants of the vector and matter multiplets in the computation of the partition function from localization. The variables σ i are the eigenvalues of the scalars in the vector multiplet as in (2) . The parameters µ, ν and τ are holomorphic combinations of the real masses for the fields and their Rcharges. They correspond to turning on a background gauge field for each global symmetry. 4 Even though in the field theory analysis we fixed the R-charges as in Table I , here we consider a more general definition, consistent with the other abelian global symmetries. We observe that in this case the R-charges can be treated as unconstrained. This is consistent with the absence of superpotential in the electric theory. This procedure allows a better identification of the zero modes carried by the (dressed) monopole operators, acting as singlets in the dual theory, in terms of the elementary fields of the electric theory.
The non-perturbative effects from the finite size of the circle generate an extra superpotential in the electric theory. It breaks an abelian symmetry which is anomalous in the 4D electric parent. In the dual theory this symmetry is broken by the 4D superpotential (which is not modified by compactification). On the partition function this effect corresponds to a relation between the parameters µ, ν and τ . In fact the equality (20) is valid if the parameters satisfy the relation
The equality (20) can be further reduced to the SU (6) theory with four antifundamentals and two antisymmetrics that we studied above by a real mass flow [38] . At the end of the mass flow we obtain the relation
From which we can read off the quantum numbers of the operators in the spectrum. We find that the two terms parameterized by M 
is imposed on the parameters. We conclude this section with a comment on the matching of the 3D superconformal index which could be an extra check of the relations studied in this section by performing the calculation on S 2 × S 1 [39] . This can be obtained from direct computation or from the matching between the partition on T 2 × S 2 recently discussed in [40, 41] This check can also be performed by following a different strategy: first one can factorize the index on the S 3 b in terms of holomorphic blocks [42] , and then glue the blocks together as explained in [43] to obtain the matching of the index. We leave this analysis to future investgations.
that only these flavors are charged under this combination; we can then imagine turning on a background scalar field for this gauge group, providing us with the desired real mass deformation. The mesonic fields which are left massless (and thus remain in the spectrum) under this procedure are:
• B ab 1 with a, b < 5, which we rename b 1 .
• B 3 , which we rename b 3 .
• B ab 4 with a, b < 5 which we rename b 4 .
•
These are the fields which will be part of the s-confined description of the 3D theory.
The 3D duality can now be written by applying the real mass deformation on both sides of the 4D duality. For the electric side, this consists simply of removing one flavor. For the magnetic side, the field content is reduced to those massless mesonic fields listed above and the superpotential is obtained by setting all other fields to zero in Eq. (A1). Doing so, we obtain the matter content displayed in Table I and the superpotential of Eq. (1).
